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Product Images

Short Description

The Segment Accent Table Set (308FT361P2ARM) by Seasonal Living.Our boldly innovative glazed ceramic
furniture and decorative vases add color, pop and versatility to any of our furniture collections.
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Description

The Segment Accent Table Set (308FT361P2ARM) by Seasonal Living.Our boldly innovative glazed ceramic
furniture and decorative vases add color, pop and versatility to any of our furniture collections.

Includes

One (1) Segment Accent Table Set 308F

Dimensions

LG 26.5"H x LG 21.5"D (LG 64)
MD 22.5"H x MD 17.5"D (MD 50.5)
SM 19.5"H x SM 13.5"D (SM 33.5 lb)

Features

Handmade glazed ceramic Sizes and weights of handmade ceramic items may vary
These items are handmade so dimensional information is approximate
Modify or alter any part of this product including but not limited to the glaze in order to improve
overall quality
Our handmade ceramic products can be adapted and refined according to the different shapes and
dimensions available.
Country of Manufacture: Thailand

About the Ceramic Collection

Designed with durability, longevity and cutting edge beauty in mind, these sculptural elements are
handcrafted using generations of European and Asian expertise in a small family production environment.
These skilled craftspeople, inspired by the natural world around them, saturate their furniture, vases, and
sculptures with vibrant, jewel-like glazes in colors and color combinations discovered in nature's treasures
sunsets, plants, birds and flowers to name a few. These surprisingly strong glazes the product of European
know-how resist cracking and fading, are EU-approved and eco-friendly, and remain vivid and bright in even
challenging outdoor settings, though they are equally suited to indoor use.

As flexible as they are beautiful, our glazed ceramic furnishings can be mixed and matched to complement a
range of design palettes and accessorized with matching throw pillows to add layers of texture and color.
Some of these highly versatile accent pieces are strong enough to be used as additional seating and can be
grouped together to function in multiple ways, as accent tables, benches, and coffee tables.

Our ceramics pair beautifully with the the smooth, Venetian-plaster finish of our lightweight concrete
Perpetual Collection, or the clean lines and neutral wood tones of our Spirals Teak Collection.

About the Manufacturer

Having lived in Kenya, Spain, France, Hong Kong, Singapore, Indonesia, and the United Kingdom while
working in the financial, marketing and international hospitality trades, Seasonal Living founders were
exposed to a myriad of unique in and outdoor living experiences. Inspired by these experiences, they noticed
that beautiful, decorative accessories and furnishings were either too expensive or too limited in scope. They
saw a market for comfortable, special in and outdoor living accessories that were fresh and affordable. By
focusing on functional works of art that blur the line between indoor and outdoor furnishings, Seasonal
Living has become the one-stop resource for retailers, landscape architects, spa planners, interior designers,
property developers, and the like looking for unique and unusual product lines.
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Additional Information

SKU 308FT361P2ARM

Brand Seasonal Living

Ships Out Estimate 3-4 weeks

Residential Warranty 1 Year Limited Warranty

DISC Segment Accent Table Set
308FT361P2ARM

was

$1,500.00 Special
Price

$1,100.00
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